BROADCAST STUDIOS
Lewis Science Library – Level A - Washington & Ivy Roads, Princeton, New Jersey 08544
bctv@princeton.edu
http://iss.princeton.edu

CONTACTS
Booking 609-258-7872 bctv@princeton.edu

Broadcast Engineer 609-258-7537 dkearns@princeton.edu
Daniel Kearns

Studio Direct (PL) 609-986-4190
for troubleshooting

STUDIO CONNECTIONS
I.P. Codecs Comrex Access 66.180.177.187 port 9000

Telos Z/IP One 66.180.177.154
Princeton_U@public

ISDN Telos Zephyr* 609-497-0398, 609-497-1269

Telephone Hybrid Clear One 609-258-2293

Teleconferencing Cisco C-60 66.180.177.16

Skype ID princetonbroadcastcenter

Zoom Princeton BC Meeting Room

*ISDN: Codec L2/Mono 128; Bitrate 64 Kbps; Sampling 48 Kbps; call for adjustments